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How do I make a synopsis of this mammoth series.
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We have an apocalypse on the cards in the world called Parsh and ‘The Scientists’
develop a kind of particle, a warped dimension, a quantum sub atomic particle. Combine
this with a key gene and a human can walk through the air and generate his or her own
energy, through a kind of Drag. Humans have become like a dynamo. The more they
move the more energy they generate. However, they only give two million selected people
the anti-dote, killing billions of people. One million of the populous had the gene living
inside them, inert, ready to work when the new dimension came around naturally. Andso
three million survive this ‘New Pollution’.
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The side effect of Drag is Love. Love becomes ferrel and turns into war and violence very
easily. You hurt a friend now and it feels like you’ve killed someone’s whole family. Aswell
as the hyper emotive state of the population, one can absorb the Drag from another, if
you kill them. This causes a world where a person, travels on foot to gain Drag, one kills
freely for the Drag and feels ecstasy and lust on the battle field. Weapons can link to
their owners, and the energy of the world, called Zero can be felt in a tangible way in the
new hyper physicality of the race. Talented Monks have been able to find Zero Wells in
Parsh (which is one day to be renamed MythrAal) and pilgrimages have actual worth, felt
by those who dare reach the dangerous places where Zero can be found.
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500 years later, people still live who experienced the New Pollution. They are old, they
have grown to heights of up to twelve feet (although the average is probably about 7’6”,)
depending on their physicality pre-New-Pollution and only those who naturally survived
into MythrAal can have children.
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Taruk-Al …. A nine foot warrior, exiled Queen of Verlo, has no memory of the last few
months. She wanders the world looking for clues of where to find her King and children.
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The rest is very very in depth and a little too complicated to put here in a synopsis. It
should be quite the world to read about! 4 continents that everyone knows about with
back stabbing courts and vibrant cities and village life, with varying levels of war, love,
grace and treachery. We have those who have developed into slug like cannibals lead by
vampires queens living in the vast dereliction, A northern continent that is off radar, and
a great subterranean sea where scientists of KeEst are learning great secrets into to the
mysteries of Zero. Technologies still exist but seem to be used for different things to the
ideas of technology we might have here on Earth. e.g. Cars waste Drag time. Loads to
explore.
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